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About This Game

Nine deities. Nine heroes. And only one champion. Mythical Greece. The land of gods, poets, heroes, but also of terrible
monsters and creatures.

Numen is a fully three-dimensional action RPG set in mythical Greece. The player controls one of nine heroes, who in the name
of the gods they follow compete in a grand test of their capabilities. Heroes who undertake a pilgrimage over the highest

mountains, through valleys and deep forests, underground vaults and the scorched sand of deserts.

Numen however is no mere hack-and-slash game. It offers the player the possibility of tactical decision making, searching for
enemies’ weak spots, selection of adequate weapons. It rewards those who are able to adapt to the changing situation on the

battlefield. In this the player is helped by the unique powers and abilities invested in him or her by the god he or she follows,
provided that the god is happy with him or her. The Olympian gods, after all, are renowned for their wanton and unpredictable

nature…

Action RPG with strong and intriguing storyline and surprising plot turns.
Detailed 3D design with state-of-the-art visual effects.
The game world based on the Greek mythology comprises of tens of locations situated on 12 islands with both exteriors
and underground labyrinths.
Many extensive main story and side quests.
Select your hero‘s gender, his or her specialization out of three possibilities and one of nine deities for him or her to
worship.
Plenty of unique weapons, armors and items, more than 80 spells and abilities.
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Arena duels, training combats and tournaments.
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Like Battlefield, but♥♥♥♥♥♥(Y). A very interesting precision platformer based around the ability to run on any wall or
ceiling as well as the floor, which uses its story of two alien races and their hatred of eachother to inform a mechanical flow of
moving back and forth between two worlds. Red Robots and Blue Haries each have their own platforms, checkpoints, hazards,
and level exits, and you can only make use of or be safe from the ones you match. After a brief start to the game where you play
as a Red out to get his destroyed house replaced, you find a Blue disguise that you can switch on and off instantly (sometimes
mid-jump) to navigate complex environments, with new elements being gradually introduced with each world.

If there's one problem with the game, it's that when you're running sideways or upside down sometimes it's hard to tell which
direction on the controller/keyboard will make you move in which direction, especially when you dismount from a surface that's
vertical or upside down and try to control your fall. I had dozens of deaths caused simply by the fact that I thought that holding
this or that direction would cause me to move in a different direction than it actually did, ending with me running straight into a
hazard. The final boss (yes, this game has a couple boss fights, and they're generally well done) is the worst example of this in its
3rd and 4th phase- the entire stage rotates, meaning that sometimes your character will change direction or stop moving in the
middle of a jump.

Overall, though, this one's worth checking out. If you're all burned out on Meat Boy and the other well-known ones, try it out..
7.8/10. Not enough ledge hopping. Sad!. If you like puzzle / physics games I would definitely reccommend buying this. If you
don't have time to play this game i wouldn't recommend it... very addictive and can play for hours! 10/10. probbly just my
computer but the load times are rediculous, makes it not even worth playing! 30min??? come on.... Jogo muito legal, com
gráficos muito bons e o desenrolar da história é bem legal também, quem comprou na promoção teve uma compra muito feliz.

Abração e bom jogo...!!. 0/10
cant ♥♥♥♥ momo. Ph'nglui mglw'nafh Cthulhu R'lyeh wgah'nagl fhtagn.. Good paintjobs
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Summary:
Is the game worth reading at least once in the context of it's price and the time you are going to spend? I think that depending on
your taste it actually might be. However the game is far from being on the same level with the most badass VNs out there. This
VN is of medium length. Technically it's not a so called kinetic novel (VN without choices) but you should expect an
expericence very close to one. Is it emotional enough to force you into crying? Maybe it is. Maybe.

A more detailed review:
(The minor spoilers are marked as such and will only reveal how the story is structured and some very oversimplified properties
of the game, but not the actual contents of the story.)
The game leaves the impression that it was done in a hurry. It looks as if the developers tried to make the best possible
experience in a rather short amount of time.
When you "look at the game through a magnifying glass" you start seeing some minor flaws. (Missing or wrong pictures in the
menu; The real name of a character that was not supposed to be revealed until later on is accidently revealed early in the game
due to something that appears to be an error in the script; There are other rather small illogical/inconsistent details in the story;
Some character-pictures seem to be slight modifications of other pictures while someone forgot to erase a couple of pixels from
the previous picture; I also think that I found a few spelling/grammar mistakes) The game could realy use some serious quality
control.
The art is of very high quality, but unfortunately there is not a very big variety of it. (Apart from the "hardwired" static pictures
that represent a whole scene without any motion in it) the main characters are always dressed the same way. The only thing that
changes throughout the game are their facial expressions.
The music is fine, but not breathtaking. And again the variety here is rather modest (There are only 10 audiotracks in the whole
game).
Why did I say that the experience close to a kinetic novel? The main structure of the story is rather simple and none of the
choices except the very last choice have any major impact on the story. All the other choices (including the protagonist's gender
when you start a new game) only slightly change some of the text that you get to read and that's it. The whole structure of the
story is like a straight line with minor turnings that almost instantly return back to the main straight line. Only at the very end of
the story there are finally three branches completely independent of each other.  This is not like in most high quality VNs at all. 
They usually have a mutch higher level of interactivity and the story is a complex network of choices and branches rather than a
straight line. Therefore I consider this game being very close to a kinetic novel.
One of the endings actually made me shed a tear or two and because of that I can't dislike the game as a whole.. IT IS ALL
GOOD NOW! GG

*no longer actual
Random CTD crashes (without any out of sync or stuttering warnings) during online play with a friend against AI. Never
experienced in this form before. Also, restoring game does not work as it just jumps back to main menu every time I click at
any saved game file. Yet another example of a release which is broken at launch. It just isn't AAA title this time. FIX IT guys!!!

edit from 11/27/2015. Game restore sort of "works" now as a host I even got into the actual game but no longer than for 1-5
secs. The game desynches then no matter what. My friend however, when invited to the lobby of the restored game always finds
out that the game does not remember nothing at his side. What team was he in? What colour he was? How were the other (AI)
teams (nations, colours, alliances), only non-random acteur he sees is me as the host. Soon it will be a month from the release
and a multiplayer portion of the game is still unplayable due to aforementioned issues!. I love story based alchemy games with
dark themes.

This game is amazing.

It reminds me of Animamundi Dark but more accessible to casual players!

Love this game!!!
. For the Glory: A Europa Universalis Game.

The name feels interesting and unique at first, but when you play it, it is essentially like Europa Universalis II. You also have a
famed mod known as AGCEEP that is bundled with this game, which makes a game a little above average in modern standards.

Positives:
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- Unique, 'old-but-gold' gameplay style.
- Based off the popular Europa Universalis II.
- Has a neat 'Fantasia' scenario.
- Adds quite a lot of new events and is quite customizable.

Negatives:
- Outdated and looks unappealing to the modern eye.
- Crashes for stupid reasons, often related to the coding and script of most mods.
- Glitchy tutorial and interface.

Nonetheless, I would recommend this game due it's 'old-but-gold' look and that it's based off Europa Universalis 2 but with
AGCEEP, a very popular yet dated mod. It also has about 100+ new events.. It is a good game, but, what about other factions
like french forces or austrians, even americans, what about them
. Shame that this is Windows only, as I have the game on Mac.
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